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OCTAVE gives its new TBAS system to a group of workers in order to test it as potential
users and then they can report their impression or suggestion to improve it.
In the real-life environment of FINDOMESTIC trial, mixed methods are used to gather
qualitative and quantitative data through self-documentation, interviews and automatic data
log recording mechanisms set up by researchers.
Participants that took part to trial have the following characteristics:

-

50 volunteers

-

recruited from employees, registered to simulate the access
to the secure online banking services
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Specifically were identified 4 phases through which the assessment of the study variables will be made:


PHASE 1: Setting up field work

PHASE 2: Pre-test



PHASE 3: In-field trial

PHASE 4: Post-test
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Test material (1)

ANNEX 4 – USER’S MANUAL
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Test material (2)
Questionnaires: FINDOMESTIC participants have
provided basic demographics and information before the
enrolment phase. Questionnaires have been used to
assess the experience of FINDOMESTIC employees
after they have used the TBAS along the trial period.
Usage activity logs. Logs consist of usage events
automatically recorded by the FINDOMESTIC IVR while
interacting with the TBAS.
Excel Files used to summarize each test result.
Focus group. Participant end-users who have shown
significant or curious usage patterns have been invited to
attend a focus group or a single interview.
Others. A dedicated email address has always been
available for the entire duration of the in-field trial, to
assist in collecting information about the daily working life
of end-users.
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Focus group results
Focus Group revealed a global positive experience using TBAS, in detail:
•

Voice password always available, with perception of security

•

Voice not the only way to access to Home Banking: possibility to have alternative systems , may be
difficult use voice in public (road, bus …), passphrase lived like a password

•

The group agrees on the possible use to access to information services, for service like money
transfer more security is required, but they are available to more complex enrollment procedures,
like Hybrid mode.

•

The use of Biometric access is strictly related to frequency of use: more frequent usage, more utility
is perceived

•

Highly interested to use voice to substitute traditional password to access PC and company
applications
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